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Background

Abstract Evaluation

Experiment Design & Procedure

Approach:Learning Simulation** 

Coetzee and Kawahara (2013) proposed an augmented model of noisy  
Harmonic Grammar to incorporate the contribution of usage frequency  to 
the application of variable processes. Even though the superiority of this 
model has been demonstrated in accounting for reductive processes such 
as English t/d deletion, C&K(2013) left open the evaluation of its application 
to an augmentation phonological process such as epenthesis. In this 
paper, I extend this model with the case of two-way variation (augmentation 
vs. reduction) in Beijing  Mandarin Chinese (BMC) zero onsets production. 
Results of the speech production experiment show a positive  correlation 
between frequency and deletion rate (r=.29), indicating that  the low 
contrastive salience of the epenthesized segment makes the  epenthesis rate 
behaving similarly to the faithful candidates in C&K(2013).  Next, I apply 
C&K(13)'s computational learning model on the BMC data, incorporating  
frequency effects using a NHG with weighted scaling factor. The model  
yields significant improvement (86.1% error decrease) over the  original 
NHG model, while its behavior shows sensitivity to the binning  strategy in 
data preprocessing. 

• 9 subjects who are native speakers of Beijing Mandarin Chinese 
 (BMC) completed the semi-spontaneous speech-style production 
task, yielding 837 target tokens
• Word frequency bins:Academia Sinica Corpus 3.0 (5 million 
tokens, 146,876 types)*** 
• Target words embedded at the end of a model sentence in the 
format of "I like / dislike ___" to elicit semi-spontaneous style 
and focus on semantic judgment
•Word list designed according to an exhaustive search of 
possible syllble type + tone combinations in Mandarin that contain 
target /C#V/ structure (#=word/syllable boundary assuming 
monosyllabic words in BMC)
•Corpus query shows that most words in the list rank in the 
bottom 25% percentile in cumulative frequency
•Frequency differences across word list still observable

Discussion: Freq Binnning &
Model Fitting 

Experiment:Result

Figure 1: Deletion rate by word log-frequency

Figure 2: Block diagram of the machine learning simulation based on C&K (2013) *
*Actual formula used to compute the sf derived from source tool: 
http://www.quantitativeskills.com/sisa/rojo/distribs.htm
** The praat script and input distribution files implemented for this approach can be accessed 
at: http://zangsir.weebly.com/otresults.html.
*** Access at http://elearning.ling.sinica.edu.tw/CWordfreq.html.

Future work & Reference

•Positive correlation between 
frequency and deletion rate 
(r =.29)
•Lower frequency words show
a greater amount of variation 
than higher frequency words
•Effect:low contrastive salience 
of epenthesized segment
•C&K:their model would predict 
epenthesis (in a epenthesis
-or-faithful situation) more 
often in frequent words than in 
less frequent words.
•This: epenthesis-or-deletion 
situation, faithfulness constr. 
always sink to the bottom 
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•Extreme imbalance in #data pts across bins causes 
difficulty in choosing binning strategy
•All frequency < F(ref)=log10(1213)=3.1
•Figure1:wide range of deletion rate values in the low frequency 
items is not well represented by our model.
•It's possible that frequency effects can only be observed 
beyond a threshold of scale difference.
•If the frequency difference that our model can account for is too 
fine-grained, the model runs the risk of overfitting. ■

• In BMC, when a syllable following a consonantal coda is 
onset-less, two strategies are observed in order to prevent 
‘linking’ between the coda consonant and the nuclear vowel 
of the onset-less syllable: (1) insert a realization of the zero onset; 
(2) delete the coda consonant.

•A real dataset that models behavior of epenthesis
•Investigate specific effects of frequency binning and 
the behavior of the model. ■
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